EMERGING OPPORTUNITIES IN THE ELECTRONIC SECTOR

Opportunities in the Electronic Sector:

- Import of Electronic Goods:
  - Demand of USD400 Billion by 2020.
- Reversal of Migration of Electronics Engineers to IT sector.
- Digital India
- Make in India
- Clean Manufacturing

Government Initiative:

- Electronics Policy
- MSIPS,
- EMC
  - Greenfield Electronic Cluster
  - Brownfield Electronic Cluster

CMIA’s Initiative:

- ESDM Ecosystem
- SME Accelerators
- Start-up Support
IOT:
- 75 Billion connected devices by 2025
- Sensor prices reduced
- Cloud based data management
- Analytics

E-mobility:
- Battery Charging Network
- Battery Management System
- ADAS

Smart Grid:
- Digitisation of Electrical Network
- Smart Substations

Defence:
- DPP Indigenisation program- 30% Made In India
- R & D Projects to Private Companies.
THANK YOU